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> ^ "t9.. (AS NEW HEREIN) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 . wherein the side

wall extends along and covers the entire periphery of the display panel.

REMARKS

In accordance with the foregoing. Amended and Substitute Specifications are attached

hereto for filing in the subject application. An amended Abstract and amended claims and new

claims 18 and 19 are presented.

A Letter to the Examiner regarding changes in the drawings is filed concurrently.

No new matter is presented in any of the foregoing and. accordingly, approval and entry

of same are submitted to be proper and are earnestly solicited.

STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 3. 6, and 8-1 1 are withdrawn from consideration as being drawn to a non-elected

invention and species, in accordance with the prior Response to the Restriction Requirement.

Claims 1. 2. and 12 are rejected for anticipation under 35 USC § 102(b) by Kamigaki et

al.

Claims 1 . 5/1 , and 1 2 are rejected for anticipation under 35 USC § 1 02(b) by

JP 9-44096 (Abstract) cited in the IDS filed herein.

Claims 4, 5/2 and 13 are obj9Cted to since depending from a rejected base claim but are

indicated to be allowable if suitably rewritten to independent form.

Claim 7 is allowed.

PAGES 2-3: REJECTION OF CLAIMS 1, 2, AND 12 FOR ANTICIPATION UNDER 35 USC

§ 102(b) BY KAMIGAKI ET AL.

The rejection is respectfully traversed.

Kamigaki et al. is incorrectly described in the Action at pages 2-3 as allegedly disclosing

a chassis 8 "comprising a sidewall 8a extending from the edge of the first surface on which the

display panel 5 is mounted, perpendicularly to the first surface, and covering the periphery of
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the display panel...."

To the cx)ntrary. the specification at col. 3, lines 3-5 describes the stmcture shown in

Fig. 3 as having projections 8a:

There are four proiections 8a in the four corners of the chassis 8

for correctly positioning and stably securing the drive circuit

boards 6 in position.

(Col. 3, lines 3-5; emphasis added)

Hence, it appears that the chassis 8 of Fig. 3 is identical to chassis 8 of the preceding

Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), wherein it is clearly seen that the projections 8a are four respective corners

of the chassis 8; the drive circuit boards 6 are notched at the outer corners of the outer edges

to fit on the surface of the chassis 8 with the notches receiving the projections 8a therein.

No illustration exists of the mounting of the LCD 5 on the opposite surface of the chassis

8. Nevertheless, it is clear that, however it is mounted, the periphery of the LCD 5 is exposed

and without any protective wall surface, contrary to the protection afforded by the "sidewall" of

the chassis defined in the independent claims 1 and 12 hereof as well as in dependent claim

12/1.

Accordingly, the rejection should be withdrawn.

PAGE 3: THE REJECTION OF CLAIMS 1,5/1, AND 12 UNDER 35 USC 102(b) BY JP
9-44096 (ABSTRACT)

Applicants note that a copy of JP 9-44096 is filed concurrently herewith in a

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement.

The present Action asserts as to JP 9-44096:

Note in the Abstract a chassis 13 comprising a sidewall 15a

extending from the edge of the first surface on which the display

panel 2b is mounted, perpendicularly to the first surface, and

covering the periphery of the display panel. As to claim 5(1), the

chassis 13 comprises first (15) and second (14) sub-chassis on

which the display panel and the circuit board are mounted,

wherein the first and second sub-chassis are joined together

through respective rear surfaces thereof.

It is respectfully submitted that the Examiner has not interpreted the reference correctly.
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For example, whereas the Examiner refers to "a sidewall 15a". the element, instead, is

merely a rib of a frame 15 (see Figs. 4 and 5) and the numeral "15b" denotes a boss, four of

which are provided (see Fig. 4), displaced inwardly of the central window-like opening of the

frame 15 (see Fig. 4. phantom line).

Paragraph [0015] of JP 9-44096 explains that the ribs 15a are for supporting a tablet 2a

and a liquid crystal display panel 2b. the latter also supported by the upper surface of the

window-type frame 15. Because of the central opening in the frame 15. there is no "surface" in

the central area which could serve to support a flat display panel, such as is provided by the

first and second opposite surfaces of the chassis in accordance with the invention, as claimed^

herein.

Further, in JP 9-44096, element 14 (see Figs. 4-6 and 7a), is an aluminum sheet which

functions for diffusing heat generated by electronic parts on the printed circuit board 6 and

which is disposed close to the window in the frame 15. The printed circuit board 6 is not

mounted on the aluminum sheet 14 but instead is secured to the four bosses 15b, adjacent the

respective corners of the frame 15. Hence, the aluminum sheet 14 is merely a thermal shield

and not a sub-chassis component as in with the present invention. Further, from the upper of

the two views in the Abstract, Fig. 3 of JP '096, the LCD panel 2b is supported at corresponding

peripheral portions of the lower surface thereof on a ledge-like portion of the frame 15. The LCD

L
panel 2b is spaced from the aluminum sheet 14 and thus the sheet 14 does not serve as a

support surface on which the LCD panel 2b is mounted. Further, a "tablet 2a" is likewise

supported at a peripheral bottom surface portion on a ledge (unnumbered) in the upwardly

extending rib 15a. This is contrary to the structure of claim 1. Thus, as readily seen in the lower

of the two cross sectional views in the Abstract corresponding to Fig. 5 of JP 9-44096, there is

no "chassis having first and second surfaces opposite to each other on which the display panel

and the circuit board are mounted, respectively" as required in claim 1.

Accordingly, it is submitted that JP 9-44096 is irrefutably deficient and incapable of

supporting the anticipation rejection of the claims 1, 5, and 12. Accordingly, the rejection should

be withdrawn.

REQUEST TO REINSTATE WITHDRAWN CLAIMS

Inasmuch as the independent claims appear to have been shown to distinguish

patentably over the references of record, and at least the independent device claim 1 is generic
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to all disclosed embodiments, applicants request that the Examiner reinstate the currently

withdrawn device claims 3 and 6.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that the claims pending

herein and those requested to be reinstated herein distinguish patentably over the art of record

and, there being no other objections or rejections, that the application is in condition for

allowance, which action is earnestly solicited.

If there are any additional fees associated with filing of this Amendment, please charge

the same to our Deposit Account No. 19-3935.

Respectfully submitted,

STAAS & HALSEY LLP

Date: March 31, 2003

700 Eleventh Street, NW, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20001

(202) 434-1500

CERTIFICATF I IMQER 37 CFR 1 P(^)
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VERSION WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MADE

IN THE ABSTRACT:

Please AMEND the Abstract as follows:

[In a] A flat display unit [having] has a chassis [2 for] combining a display panel [3] and

circuit boards [4] for driving the display panel into a unit [by respectively mounting] in which the

display panel and the circuit[s] boards are mounted on [the pair of] respective opposite surfaces

[thereof] of the chassis. The chassis [2] is provided with a bank [2a] (i.e.. sidewall) extending

[from] about the periphery of opposite main surfaces of the [surface] chassis including at least

the surface [2b thereof,] on which the display panel [3] is mounted, perpendicularly to that

surface [2b,] and [covering] surrounding the periphery of the display panel 3, and hence

[enabling the flat display unit to protect] protecting the display panel [3 by itself] without

requiring a protector^ as is conventionally used[,] during the processes of assembling^ testing

and transporting thereof. [Chassis 2] The chassis is also provided with [the] through-holes [2c]

and optionally with a cut-out [42d], which are formed in the periphery of the chassis [2], for

facilitating [the] interconnections between the display panel [3] and the circuit boards [4] by

flexible cables [5] which pass therethrough .

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

AMENDED and SUBSTITUTE SPECIFICATIONS are attached hereto.

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please AMEND the following claims:

1 . (ONCE AMENDED) A flat display unit comprising:

a display panel;

a circuit board having circuits thereon for driving the display panel; and

a chassis [for] combining the display panel and the circuit board into a unit, said chassis

having first and second surfaces opposite to each other on which the display panel and the

circuit board are mounted, respectively, and [wherein the chassis further comprises] a side wall

extending from [the] an edge of the first surface on which the display panel is mounted,
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perpendicularly to the first surface, and [covering] along the periphery of the display panel.

2. (AS UNAMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein said

chassis further comprises another side wall extending from the edge of the second surface on

which the circuit board is mounted, perpendicularly to the second surface, and covering the

periphery of the circuit board.

3. (AS ONCE AMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein said

chassis includes fins provided on the second surface the circuit board is mounted thereon, in

the form of a plurality of protrusions.

4. (AS ONCE AMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein said

chassis has a through-hole formed adjacent to the periphery thereof, the through-hole allowing

a cable to pass therethrough for electrically interconnecting the display panel and the circuit

board.

5. (AS ONCE AMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein said

chassis comprises first and second sub-chassis on which the display panel and the circuit

board are mounted, respectively, wherein the first and second sub-chassis are joined together

through respective rear surfaces thereof.

6. (AS ONCE AMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein said

chassis has a cut-out formed at a side thereof, the cut-out allowing a cable to pass

therethrough for electrically interconnecting the display panel and the circuit board.

7. (ONCE AMENDED) A flat display unit including a chassis mounted with a

display panel and a circuit board for driving the display panel, on both surfaces thereof,

respectively, for combining the display panel and the circuit board into a unit, wherein the

chassis comprises a pair of recesses provided in both of the surfaces, respectively, and the

display panel is adhered to one of the recesses by an adhesive [means] and the circuit board is

secured to another of the recesses by a securing [means] element or material , and wherein the

display panel and the circuit board are electrically interconnected with each other by a wiring

cable which is lead to both of the surfaces of the chassis through a through-hole provided in the
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chassis.

8. (ONCE AMENDED) A method for fabricating a flat display unit in which a display

panel and a circuit board for driving the display panel are combined into a unit through a

chassis, the method comprising [the steps of]:

connecting each of terminals at an end of a flexible cable to corresponding one of a

plurality of electrode terminals exposed on an edge of the display panel;

preparing a chassis having front and rear surfaces opposite to each other, a side wall

extending from the periphery of the chassis, perpendicularly to the front surface, and a recess

defined on the front surface by the side wall [surrounding thereof];

accommodating the display panel in the recess and adhering thereto the display panel;

extending another end of the flexible cable to the rear surface of the chassis through a

through-hole provided in the chassis;

mounting the circuit board on the rear surface of the chassis;

connecting said another end of the flexible cable to the circuit board, so that the circuit

board and the display panel are in a mutually conductive condition.

9. (ONCE AMENDED) A method for fabricating a flat display apparatus in which a

display panel and a circuit board for driving the display panel are combined into a unit thr;ough a

chassis, the method comprising [the steps of]:

connecting each of terminals at an end of a flexible cable to corresponding one of

plurality of electrode terminals exposed on an edge of the display panel;

preparing a first chassis having front and rear surfaces opposite to each other, a side

wall which extends from the periphery of the first chassis, perpendicularly to the front surface,

and a recess defined on the front surface by the side wall surrounding thereof;

accommodating the display panel in the recess and adhering thereto the display panel;

extending another end of the flexible cable to the rear surface of the first chassis

through a through-hole provided in the first chassis;

mounting the circuit board on a front surface of a second chassis having a rear surface

opposite to the front surface thereof;

passing said another end of the flexible cable through a through-hole provided in the

second chassis so as to extend to the front surface of the second chassis;

adhering respective said rear surfaces of the first and second chassis;
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connecting said another end of the flexible cable to the circuit board, so that the circuit

board and the display panel are in a mutually conductive condition.

10. (AS UNAMENDED) A method for fabricating a flat display apparatus as set forth

in claim 8, wherein the chassis further comprises a cut-out provided on an edge thereof, and

the circuit board and display panel are connected each other by the flexible cable passing

through the cut-out.

11. (AS UNAMENDED) A method for fabricating a flat display apparatus as set forth

in claim 9. wherein each of the first and second chassis further comprises a cut-out provided on

a respective corresponding one of edges thereof, and the circuit board and display panel are

connected each other by the flexible cable passing through the cut-out.

12. (AS UNAMENDED) A chassis to be used in a flat display unit, wherein a display

panel and a circuit board are respectively mounted on a pair of opposite surfaces of the chassis

and combined into a unit, and wherein the chassis comprises a side wall extending from the

periphery thereof, perpendicularly to one of the surfaces, on which the display panel is

mounted.

13. (AS UNAMENDED) A chassis as set forth in claim 12, wherein the chassis

further comprises a through-hole connecting the pair of opposite surfaces on which the display

panel and the circuit board are respectively mounted and the display panel and the circuit board

are electrically connected by a flexible cable passing through the through-hole.

14. (AS UNAMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 2, wherein said

chassis includes fins provided on the second surface of the circuit board is mounted thereon, in

the form of a plurality of protrusions.

15. (AS UNAMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 2, wherein said

chassis has a through-hole formed adjacent to the periphery thereof, the through-hole allowing

a cable to pass therethrough for electrically interconnecting the display panel and the circuit

board.
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16. (AS UNAMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 2. wherein said

chassis comprises first and second sub-chassis on which the display panel and the circuit

board are mounted, respectively, wherein the first and second sub-chassis are joined together

through respective rear surfaces thereof.

17. (AS UNAMENDED) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 2, wherein said

chassis has a cut-out formed at a side thereof, the cut-out allowing a cable to pass

therethrough for electrically interconnecting the display pane and the circuit board.

Please ADD the following NEW claims:

1 8. (NEW) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein the side wall extends

along and covers the periphery of the display panel.

19. (NEW) A flat display unit as set forth in claim 1 , wherein the side wall extends

along and covers the entire periphery of the display panel.
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\ -/o\ A FLAT DISPLAY UNIT AND METHOD FABRICATING SAME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a flat display unit and a method for fabricating the same.

[0002] Display devices such as plasma display, liquid crystal display, EL (electroluminescence)

display and FED (field emission display) are being paid attention as the devices for wall type

display apparatus, as is well known.

[0003] However, these devices usually have a structure composed of one or a pair of glass

substrates adhered to each other[,] and^ therefore, are mechanically weak, and [the] an

improvement to reinforce the mechanical strength of the devices is needed.

Description of the Prior Art

[0004] Prior art flat display unit will be explained with reference to FIGs. 9A, 9B, 10A and 10B

by taking a plasma display unit as a typical example, in which FIGs. 9A and 9B are a

perspective view and a sectional view thereof, respectively, and FIGs. 10A and 10B are a

perspective view and a sectional view, respectively, both showing a protector attached to the :

display unit during the assembling process of the display unit.

[0005] As shown in FIGs. 9A and 9B. plasma display unit 51 has an integrated structure of a

display panel 53 and a circuit board 54 which are combined through a chassis 52, where display

panel 53 is composed of a front substrate 53a and a rear substrate 53b which are adhered to

each other with a discharge space therebetween, and circuit board 54 has a plurality of driver

circuits mounted thereon for supplying a predetermined voltage to display panel 53.

[0006] Further explaining in detail, display panel 53 is adhered to a surface of chassis 52

through the entire area of rear substrate [53a] 53b by using a bonding material such as a

double-faced adhesive tape, while circuit board 54 is secured to another surface of the chassis

by screw stop method, for instance.
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[0007] As shown in FIG. 9B, chassis 52 is cx)mposed of a plate formed from a light metal such

as aluminum and larger than the display panel. Chassis 52 is occasionally made [have] having a

structure in which a number of strips of metallic boards are assembled to form a lattice[,] ; thus,

[a] room is provided in the chassis and the heat dissipation characteristic thereof can be

improved.

[0008] Display panel 53 and circuit board 54 are electrically connected to each other by a

flexible cable 55, and a predetermined voltage is applied to the display panel 53 from circuit

board 54.

[0009] In display panel 53, as shown in FIG. 9A, front substrate 53a and rear substrate 53b are

bonded to each other such that respective ones of pairs of opposing edges of substrates 53a

and 53b protrude from the respective corresponding edges of the counterpart substrates 53a

and 53b, for instance. A group of display electrode terminals are exposed on the surface of the

substrate in the protruding part, and the wiring at an end of flexible cable 55 is connected to the

exposed terminal group, by applying a thermo-compression bonding of anisotropic conductive

adhesive material.

[0010] The wiring at another end of flexible cable 55 is connected to circuit board 54 secured to

another surface of chassis 52, via a not-shown connector.

[0011] Although only one respective [one of] circuit board 54 and flexible cable 55 is shown in

FIGs. 9(a) and 9(b), a plurality of circuit boards are mounted on chassis 52 and a plurality of

flexible cables are connected to these circuit boards, practically.

[0012] Display panel 53 is composed of a front substrate 53a and a rear substrate 53b adhered

to each other, each formed of aglass plate, and is weak in the mechanical strength thereof, and

therefore, the panel is equipped with a protector, during the processes for the integration with

circuit board 54 after the assemblage of the panel, during the transfer among subsequent

processes, and during the various tests and inspections, and thus is protected from the damage

thereof.

[0013] FIGs. 10A and 10B are a perspective view and a sectional view, both showing a plasma

display unit equipped with a protector.

[0014] Referring to FIGs. 10A and 10B, protector 56 is box-shaped and has a bottom surface

provided with an opening, and a chassis 52 mounted with display panel 53 is set in the protector
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such that the front substrate of display panel 53 exposes from the opening in the bottom surface

of the protector, and then, a plurality of securing pins 57 are screwed into at least a pair of

opposite sides of the protector so as to pass therethrough and press tohold chassis 52 from the

corresponding sides of chassis 52. Thus, display panel 53 is in astate where it is protected by

protector 56.

[0015] After that, a circuit board 54 is mounted on chassis 52 through the opposite upper

surface of protector 56, and secured thereto by screw-stop means, and then, one end of flexible

cable 55 having another end connected to display panel 53 by a themno-compression bonding,

in advance, is connected to circuit board 54. and thus, the state of the display panel 53

equipped with a protector as shown in FIGs. 10A and 10B is completed.

[0016] In the state equipped with a protector, display panel 53 mounted on chassis 52 is

transfen^ed tothe instruments for tests and inspections and is subjected to a test to be turned on.

for instance. It is of course intended that display panel 53 is protected by the protector during

the processes including such transfer and tests.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] As explained with reference to FIGs. 9A and 9B, conventional flat display units, plasma

display unit 51, for instance, usually have a structure in which display panel 53 is completely

exposed, and therefore, it is highly possible that display panel 53 is broken, when lightly

contacting with a foreign body, during the assemblage thereof with a circuit board, testing and

inspections, and transfer among these processes.

[0018] To [evade] avoid this problem, the conventional flat display unit having a display panel

53 is equipped with a protector 56 as explained with reference to FIGs. 10A and 10B, but it

takes time and labor in the attachment and detachment of the protector, and further, in case of

large-scale flat display unit comprising a display panel having a screen size as large as the type

30 (30 inches) or more, for instance, protector 56 is so big and heavy that a carrier dedicated to

carrying the protector is needed, and hence, the handling of the protector is complicated and

troublesome.
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[0019] In addition, since each [of] display unit[s] is equipped with an individual protector, it is

necessary to prepare a number of protectors in advance for the mass production of the display

units.

[0020] As described above, the conventional flat display units include such problems to be

solved that the production efficiency is low and the production cost is high.

[0021] It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a flat display unit and a

method for fabricating the same, for solving above-mentioned problems in the prior art flat

display units.

[0022] It is another object of the present invention to provide a flat display unit and a method for

fabricating the same, wherein the display unit is made possible to protect the display panel

thereof by itself, without a protector as adopted in the prior art flat display units.

[0023] It is further object of the present invention to provide a flat display unit and a method for

fabricating the same, wherein the efficiency is high and the cost is low.

[0024] The flat display unit of the present invention comprises a display panel, a circuit board

for driving the display panel, and a chassis for combining the display panel and the circuit board

into a unit in such a manner that the display panel and the circuit board are respectively

mounted on a pair of opposite surfaces of the chassis, wherein the chassis further comprises a

side wall extending from the edge of the surface the display panel is mounted thereon,
,

perpendicularly to the surface, and covering the periphery of the display panel.

[0025] Thus, in the present invenfion, the chassis has a mounting surface which is the area the

display panel is bonded thereto, and a side wall at the periphery of the mounting surface,

covering the periphery of the display panel, and hence, the periphery of the display panel

adhered to the chassis is protected by the side wall. Accordingly, the display panel can be

prevented from the damage as explained above, without using a protector.

[0026] In addition, the chassis in the present invention plasma display unit may further

comprise another side wall which extends from the edge of the surface on which the circuit

board is mounted, perpendiculariy to the surface, and covering the periphery of the circuit

board.
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[0027] According to this construction, it is also possible to protect the circuit board mounted on

the rear surface of the chassis with respect to the display panel.

[0028] Still in addition, the chassis in the present invention plasma display unit may comprise

fins provided on the surface, on which the circuit board is mounted, in the form of a plurality of

protrusions.

[0029] According to this construction, the heat dissipation characteristic of the chassis is

improved because the heat generated from the circuit board is easily removed from the chassis

having an enlarged surface area thanks to the fin structure, and a space provided between the

circuit board and the chassis.

[0030] Moreover, the chassis in the present invention plasma display unit may comprise a first

sub-chassis having aforesaid display panel adhered thereto, and a second sub-chassis different

from the first sub-chassis and having aforesaid circuit board mounted thereon, wherein the first

and second sub-chassis are bonded each other through the respective rear surfaces thereof.

[0031] According to this construction, since the display panel and the circuit board are mounted

on the individual first and second chassis, respectively, these processes can concun^ently be -

conducted, and hence, production efficiency can be improved, and also, the display panel can

get rid of receiving the load to be imposed in the process of mounting the circuit board.

[0032] Other and further objects, features and advantages of the invention will be apparent

more fully from the following description.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0033] FIGs. 1A and 1B are a perspective view and a sectional view, respectively, both showing

a plasma display unit according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0034] FIGs. 2A to 2D are sectional views showing an assembly process of a plasma display

unit according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

[0035] FIG. 3 is a sectional view showing a monitor according to the first embodiment of the

present invention.
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#
[0036] FIG. 4 is a sectional view showing a plasma display unit according to the second

embodiment of the present invention.

[0037] FIGs. 5A to 5E are sectional views for explaining the third embodiment of the present

invention.

[0038] FIGs. 6A to 6D are sectional views showing an assembly process of a plasma display

unit according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention.

[0039] FIGs. 7A and 7B are a perspective view and a sectional view, respectively, both showing

a plasma display unit according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.

[0040] FIGs. 8A to 8D are sectional views showing an assembly process of the plasma display

unit according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.

[0041] FIGs. 9A and 9B are a perspective view and a sectional view, respectively, both showing

a conventional plasma display unit.

[0042] FIGs. 10A and 10B are a perspective view and a sectional view, respectively, both

showing a conventional plasma display unit equipped with a protector according to the prior art.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0043] The embodiments of the present invention will be explained in detail in the following,

with reference to drawings, by taking a plasma display unit as an example.

[0044] From FIG. 1A to FIG. 3 are drawings for explaining the first embodiment of the present

invention, in which FIGs. 1A and 1B are a perspective view and a sectional, view, respectively,

showing a plasma display unit, FIGs. 2A to 2D are sectional views showing an assembly

process of a plasma display unit, and FIG. 3 is a sectional view showing a monitor to which a

plasma display unit is applied.

[0045] Referring to FIGs. 1A and 1B, plasma display unit 1 in this embodiment employs a

chassis 2 having recesses 2b and 2b' provided on [a pair of] respective opposite surfaces 2-1

and 2-2 thereof, [respectively,] a bank 2a [formed by] extending about the common peripheries

thereof and, therewith, forming these recesses 2b and 2b\ and a through-hole 2c. A display
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panel 3 composed of a front substrate 3a and a rear substrate 3b is accommodated in recess

2b. Display panel 3 has a screen size of type 42 (42 inches), for instance.

[0046] In the above structure, the bottom surface [of] 2-1 contiguous recess 2b fomis a base to

which rear substrate 3b of display panel 3 is adhered, and bank 2a forms a side wall covering

the periphery of display panel 3.

[0047] On the other hand, circuit board 4 is mounted on [another of] the [pair of opposite]

surface[s] 2;^ of chassis 2, and, circuit board 4 and display panel 3 are electrically connected to

each other by a flexible cable 5.

[0048] As clearly seen in FIGs. 1(a) and 1(b). the ends of each flexible cable 5 [are extended to]

extend through and beyond the opposite surface[s] 2:2 of chassis 2. respectively, via through-

hole 2c formed in chassis 2. so as to interconnect display panel 3 and circuit board 4.

[0049] As shown in FIG. IB. bank 2a of chassis 2 extends with [respect to] beyond the surface

2-2 mounted with circuit board 4. as well as beyond the surface 2^1 on which display panel 3 is

mounted. Therefore, the entire structure of chassis 2 has an H-shaped cross section.

[0050] Bank 2a of chassis 2 protects the periphery of display panel 3, which is low in the
,

mechanical strength, and hence, display panel 3 is prevented from damages, even without

using a protector as in the prior art, in the assembly process in which a display panel is adhered

to a chassis and a circuit board is secured to the chassis, in the processes of testing and

inspections, and in the transportation among these processes.

[0051] Chassis 2 is formed of a light weight material such as aluminum or resin. An electro-

magnetic shielding film may be applied to the shaped-body of these materials, as the measure

for electro-magnetic interference.

[0052] Although a chassis having an H-shaped cross section is shown in FIG. IB. according to

the principle of the present invention, it is necessary that chassis 2 has at least bank 2a'. as

indicated in FIG. IB. which extends from the surface 2£L to which display panel 3 is adhered.

[0053] Next, the process of combining display panel 3 and circuit board 4 into a unit by

mounting them on a chassis 2 is explained in details with reference to FIGs. [2(a) to 2(d)] 2A to

2D.
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[0054] Display panel 3 is composed of a front substrate 3a and a rear substrate 3b, both having

a number of electrodes formed thereon for constituting discharge cells and bonded each other

with a gap therebetween for forming a predetermined discharge space. Firstly, as shown in FIG.

2A, an end of each flexible cable 5 is connected to a corresponding group of electrode terminals

exposed on the respective edges of front substrate 3a and rear substrate 3b, by means of

thermo-compression bonding. A conventional technology may be employed for the thermo-

compression bonding, wherein an anisotropic conductive material is applied therebetween and

heated under the application of a pressure.

[0055] Then, rear substrate 3b of display panel 3 to which flexible cable 5 has been connected

is adhered to and secured to surface 2-1 contiguous the recess 2b of chassis 2 by means of a

double-faced adhesive tape, for instance. It is desirable that another end of each flexible cable 5

is extended to the opposite surface 2-2 contiguous recess 2a of chassis 2 in advance, via

through-hole 2c formed at the periphery of the recess 2a in chassis 2.

[0056] In the structure, display panel 3 is in a protected state such that the periphery thereof is

covered by the bank 2a of chassis 2. Therefore, display panel 3 is prevented from damages due

to the contact with an obstacle in the subsequent processes.

[0057] Then, circuit board 4 is mounted on [recess 2b' formed in] the opposite surface 2-2

contiguous recess 2b' of chassis 2, and secured by means of a screw, for instance, as shown in

FIG. 2C. For this purpose, one or more not-shown bores and tapped holes are respectively

provided in circuit board 4 and chassis 2, in advance.

[0058] Finally, another end of each flexible cable 5 having one end bonded to display panel 3 is

connected to circuit board 4, as shown in FIG. 2D. This connection is conducted by using

connectors. Thus, a plasma display unit 1 is completed. In FIG. 2D, screws 4 are omitted.

[0059] Practically, the processes of mounting circuit board 4 on chassis 2 and connecting

flexible cable 5 to circuit board 4 are performed in a condition where chassis 2 having display

panel 3 adhered thereto as shown in FIG. 2B is held such that the surface thereof, to which the

circuit board is mounted, [directs upside] is positioned upwardlv .

[0060] Accordingly, the process for reversing chassis 2 is included, however, display panel 3 is

in the structure protected by chassis 2, as in this embodiment , and is prevented from a damage

to be accompanied by the handling in such reversing.
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[0061] Also, it is possible, in the processes of tests and inspections, to insure the reinforcement

of display panel 3 and to protect the display panel and flexible cables from [the] external forces,

without using a protector as in the prior art. Further, improvement in the display quality can be

expected, because chassis 2 has an excellent heat dissipation efficiency by virtue of its larger

surface area compared with that of display panel 3.

[0062] In the following, a monitor which is applied with a plasma display unit such as

mentioned above will be explained with, reference to FIG. 3.

[0063] FIG. 3 is a sectional view showing the monitor in a preferred embodiment

[0064] The above-mentioned plasma display unit 1 is equipped with minimum requisite

constituents for displaying, and, for performing display operations in response to external

signals, it is necessary to introduce interface circuits etc., and further, a frame for

accommodating the display unit and the circuits is needed for constituting a monitor.

[0065] In this embodiment, monitor 11 comprises a mounting board 8 supported by fixing blocks

7 which are provided on chassis 2 of a plasma display unit 1 , at the side on which circuit boards

4 are mounted. Mounting board 8 is supported by the bank 2a of chassis 2 as well as fixing

blocks 7. Typically, each fixing block 7 is a columnar shape member and is secured to chassis

2 by screws [means], for instance. Mounting board 8 is secured to the bank 2a of chassis 2,and

also to fixing blocks 7, by screws [means], for instance.

[0066] One or more [of] interface circuits 6 for receiving external signals are mounted on ^-^

mounting board 8, and a frame 9 is provided so as to protect the back side of plasma display

unit 1 and interface circuits 6.

[0067] Frame 9 has a structure capable of being divided into a front part 9a and a rear part 9b,

and, the front and rear parts are joined to each other at the bank 2a of chassis 2 and secured

thereto. The back side or rear part 9b of frame 9 is box-shaped, covering the rear side of

plasma display unit 1 ,
entirely, and the front side or part 9a of frame 9 is window-shaped,

exposing [therefrom] therethrough the entire display area of display panel 3. and covering the

periphery of display panel 3.

[0068] Interface circuits 6 are connected to circuit board 4, which constitutes a driving circuit, by

not-shown cables, and sends signals to circuit board 4 from the outside, and hence, desired

images and so forth can be displayed.
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[0069] For displaying television images, it is necessary to connect to a tuner circuit for

receiving televisional signal.

[0070] The back side portion in the nnonitor, covered with frame 9, likely becomes a high

temperature, since display panel 3. circuit board 4 and interface circuits 6, all being heat

generators, are collectively accommodated therein. Therefore, although not shown, frame 9 is

provided with openings formed in the side thereof, for ventilation, together with a fan, so as to

discharge the heat outside.

[0071] FIG. 4 is a sectional view showing a plasma display unit according to the second

embodiment of the present invention.

[0072] Similarly to the first embodiment, the plasma display unit 21 in this embodiment

comprises a chassis 22 having a bank 22a, in which a display panel 23 is adhered to one of a

pair of opposite surfaces of chassis 22, and circuit boards 24 are mounted on another of the pair

of opposite surfaces of chassis 22.

[0073] The difference [to] from the first embodiment is seen in the structure of chassis 22. That

is, bank 22a, recesses 22b and 22b', and through-hole 22c are similarly [existing] provided ,

however, a plurality of protrusions 22d are differently provided for the respective recesses 22b

and 22b* in the pair of opposite surfaces of chassis 2. for improving the heat dissipation

characteristics. The plurality of protrusions 22d increases the surface area of chassis 2 and also

create spaces 26 between display panel 23 and chassis 22, and, between circuit boards 24 and

chassis 22, thus enabling efficient discharge of the heat generated in display panel 23 and ,

circuit board 24.

[0074] Although not clear from FIG. 4, protrusions 22d are formed to have a stripe pattern or a

grid pattern.

[0075] In this second embodiment, the assembly process of a plasma display unit and the

application of the plasma display unit to a monitor are not mentioned, because of the similarity

to those in the first embodiment, as explained with reference to FIGs. 2A to 2D and FIG. 3

[0076] FIGs. 5A to 5E are sectional views for explaining the third embodiment of the present

invention.
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[0077] FIGs. 5A to 5E show an assembly process, since the third embodiment features [in] the

method of assembly. In this embodiment, chassis comprises an integrated body of two sub-

chassis, each having a U-shaped sectional view, and adhered to each other through the

respective rear surfaces thereof.

[0078] At the beginning, each of flexible cables 35 is connected to display panel 33 as shown in

FIG. 5A. by using a thermo-compression bonding. That is, similarly to the first embodiment,

flexible cables 35 are electrically connected to the corresponding groups of electrodes exposed

on the respective edges of the front and rear substrates constituting display panel 33.

[0079] Then, the rear substrate of display panel 33 to which flexible cables 35 have been

bonded is adhered to a surface 32-1 contiguous to the recess 32b of the first sub-chassis 32 by

using a double-faced adhesive tape, for instance, as shown in FIG. 5B. It is desirable that

another end of each flexible cable 35 is made to extend to and beyond the opposite surface

32-2 of sub-chassis 32. in advance, via through-hole 32c formed at the periphery of the recess

of sub-chassis 32. The first sub-chassis 32 has a bank 32a formed on the periphery thereof.

[0080] On the other hand, circuit boards 34 are secured to a surface 30-1 contiguous the

recess 36b of the second sub-chassis 36. as shown in FIG. 5C, by means of screws 37, for

instance. The second sub-chassis 36 is composed of a member separated from the first sub-

chassis 32, and has a bank 36a, recess 36b and through-holes 36c. the same as in the firsts

sub-chassis 32.

[0081] The process of securing circuit board 34 to the second sub-chassis 36 may be a

conducted concurrently with the process of thermo-compressive bonding of flexible cables 35 to

display panel 33 as explained with reference to FIG. 5A and with the process of adhering

display panel 33 to the first sub-chassis 32 as explained with reference to FIG. 5B.

[0082] The first sub-chassis 32 having display panel 33 adhered thereto and the second sub-

chassis 36 having circuit boards 34 secured thereto are combined into a single body through the

respective rear surfaces 33-2 and 36-2 thereof being bonded to each other, as shown in FIG.

5D. In the above process, another end of each flexible cable 35 connected to display panel 33

at one end thereof is made extend to the circuit board 34, via con^esponding one of through-

holes 36c formed in the second sub-chassis 36.
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[0083] The bonding together of the first chassis 32 and the second chassis 36 is performed by

using a double-faced adhesive tape or other means including screws, solder and fasteners such

as a buckle or [those called] "Velcro" [in the] (registered trademark) type patterns .

[0084] Finally, respective [another] opposite ends of flexible cables 35 are connected to circuit

board 34, as shown in FIG. 5E, and thus, plasma display unit 31 is completed. The connection

of flexible cables 35 is conducted by using connectors for the cables.

[0085] According to the third embodiment, the first chassis 32 and the second chassis 36 are

prepared separately, and display panel 33 and circuit board 34 are individually mounted on

these chassis, therefore, the efficiency can be improved thanks to the concurrent processes,

and display panel 33 can be freed from the burden , i.e.. risk of damage, in the mounting process

of circuit board 34.

[0086] FIGs. 6A to 6D are sectional views showing an assembly process according to the fourth

embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is a modification of the assembly

process in the first embodiment, and same or like reference numerals in the drawings designate

same or corresponding parts in the first embodiment.

[0087] Firstly, one end of each flexible cable 5 is connected to an electrode terminal group on

display panel 3, as shown in FIG. 6A, by using a thermo-compression bonding. This connection

process is similar to that in the first embodiment explained with reference to FIGs. 2A to.2D.

[0088] Next, the rear substrate of display panel 3 having flexible cables 5 connected thereto is

placed on a supporting stage 12, and flexible cables 5 are guided to direct upward, as shown in

FIG. 6B, by rotary guides 13, and then, chassis 2 is lowered to be almost adhered to the rear

substrate of display panel 3.

[0089] In the above process, the mutual position of chassis 2 and display panel 3 are adjusted

so that each of the guided flexible cables 5 mates corresponding one of through-holes 2c in

chassis 2, and when the respective ends of flexible cables 5 are inserted into corresponding

through-holes 2c, each rotary guide 13 is revolved in the direction indicated by the

corresponding arrow.

[0090] Then, chassis 2 is further lowered, another end of each flexible cable 5 extends to the

opposite surface of chassis 2, and finally, chassis 2 comes in contact with display panel 3 to be

adhered thereto, which is in a condition accommodated in the recess 2b and protected by the
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bank 2a of chassis 2. Adhesive means such as a double-faced adhesive tape is applied to the

recess 2b of chassis 2, in advance, and display panel 3 is secured to chassis 2 by the

adhesive means.

[0091] Then, circuit boards 4 are secured to the rear surface of chassis 2, opposite to recess

2b having display panel 3 adhered thereto, as shown in FIG. 6C. by using screws 4a. For the

securing by the screws, the chassis and circuit board are provided with bores and tapped

holes, respectively, as in the first embodiment.

[0092] Finally, another end of each flexible cable 5 is connected to circuit board 4. as shown in

FIG. 6D. and plasma display unit 1 is completed. Although not shown, this connection is

conducted by using connectors for the cables, for instance. In FIG. 6D, screws 4a are not

shown.

[0093] According to the fourth embodiment, the process of adhering display panel 3 to chassis

2 and the process of securing circuit board 4 to chassis 2 can be conducted in series under the

condition where display panel 3 is disposed on the supporting stage 12.

[0094] In the processes of tests and inspections after plasma display unit 1 is completed, the^,

mechanical strength of display panel 3 is assured and display panel and flexible cables can be

protected from the external force without using a protector, as in the first embodiment. •

-

[0095] FIGs. 7A and 7B and FIGs. 8A to 8D are for explaining the fifth embodiment of the t

present invention, where FIGs. 7A and 7B are a perspective view and a sectional view,

respectively, both showing a plasma display unit according to the fifth embodiment of the

present invention, and FIGs. 8A to 8D are sectional views showing an assembly process of the

plasma display unit according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.

[0096] As shown in FIGs. 7A and 7B, plasma display unit 41 of this embodiment comprises a

chassis 42 which has a cut-out 42d in addition to a bank 42a, recess 42b and through-holes

42c, wherein a display panel 43 composed of a front substrate 43a and a rear substrate 43b is

accommodated in recess 42b.

[0097] This embodiment features in that chassis 42 has a cut-out 42d, and display panel 43 is

disposed so that an edge of its front substrate 43a appears in the cut-out 42d, and hence, the

connection of a flexible cable to the display panel can be carried out through the cut-out. FIG.

78 is a plan view of the chassis, taken from the rear side thereof, showing that the front
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substrate 43a of display panel 43 which is disposed at the front surface side of chassis is

exposed from the cut-out 42d.

[0098] Dfeplay panel 43. circuit boards 44 and flexible cables 45 are the sanne as in the first

' embodiment. In FIG. 7B, each flexible cable 45 shown in dotted lines.

[0099] Cut-out 42d is provided for enabling flexible cables 45 to be thermo-compressively

bonded to the front substrate 43a of display panel 43 after the display panel is secured to

chassis 42. The assembly process including this thermo-compression bonding will be explained

in the following.

[0100] First, the rear substrate 43a of a display panel 43 is adhered to the recess 42b of

chassis 42. as shown in FIG. 8A. An adhesive means such as a double-faced adhesive tape is

provided for the predetermined portion of the surface of chassis 42, in advance, and thus,

display panel 43 is adhered by the adhesive means.

[0101] Next, as shown in FIG. 8B, flexible cables 45 are arranged so as to pass through .

respective corresponding through-holes 42c of chassis 42 disposed on a supporting stage 47

and held by respective corresponding cable guides 48, and then, respective one ends of flexible

cables 45 are thermo-compressively bonded to display panel 43 by using compressing heads

46.

[0102] Each of compressing heads 46 has a tapered portion, and hence, each flexible cable 45

is bent along the tapered portion and contacts with display panel 43, when compressing head

46 is lowered. Concurrently, each of cable guides 48 is lowered accompanied with compressing

heads 46.

[0103] The above mentioned process of thermo-compression bonding is applicable only to the

rear substrate 43b of display panel 43 (see FIG. 7A and 7B). and a different method has to be

applied to front substrate 43a in which electrodes are exposed on a surface directing

downward. For this, the cut-out 42d is used and a compression bonding is performed from the

rear side of the chassis.

[0104] Although not shown in the drawings, the process of the compression bonding to front

substrate 43a is carried out such that chassis 42 is reversed and then, similarly to the process

shown in FIG. 88, flexible cables 45 each held by corresponding one of cable guides 48 are
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themno-compressively bonded by applying thereto cx)mpressing heads 46, each having a

tapered portion, through the cut-out 42d (see FIGs. 7A and 7B).

[0105] After the compression bonding of flexible cables 45 to all of electrode temiinal groups is

completed, circuit boards 44 are secured to the rear surface of chassis 42. which is opposite to

the surface having display panel 43 adhered thereto, by using screws 44a, for instance, as

shown in FIG. 8C. Circuit boards 44 and chassis 42 are provided with not-shown bores and

tapped holes for the screws 44a. respectively, in advance.

[0106] Finally . another end of each flexible cable 45 connected to display panel 43 is

connected to a circuit board 44. as shown in FIG. 8D, and plasma display unit 41 is completed.

Although not shown, cable connectors are employed for this connection, for instance.

[0107] According to the fifth embodiment, the handling of display panel 43 is easy in the

process of adhering display panel 43 to chassis 42, since none of flexible cables 45 is

connected to display panel 43 then, which eliminates need of troublesome operations of

performing the adhesion of the display panel during inserting flexible cables into corresponding

through-holes 42c.

[0108] In the completed plasma display unit 41 , the configuration of display panel 43 ^

accommodated in the recess 42b and hence protected by bank 42a is the same as in the *

embodiments from the first to the fourth, even the cut-out 42d exists, and hence, display panel

43 can be free from the damages during tests and inspections, without using a protector:'-

[0109] The embodiments from the first to the fifth explained as above have a structure in which

a display panel is protected by a bank perpendicularly extending from the surface of the display

panel is adhered thereto, however, another structure may be employed such as that having an

additional member extending further from the bank in parallel to the surface of the display panel,

for instance. That is. it is enough for the present invention to be equipped with at least a bank

covering the periphery of a display panel, and therefore, it may be free to add a constitution for

enhancing the protection.

[0110] Furthermore, it is disclosed that each of flexible cables for connecting a display panel to

circuit boards extends via through-hole formed in a chassis, however, it is permitted to employ

a different path, a groove formed in the surface of the bank, for instance, wherein the flexible

cable is disposed in the groove and extends along the outer side of the bank.
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[0111] still further, the present invention may be applied to other types of flat display units

including liquid crystal display units, EL display units and FED display units.

[0112] A many apparently wide different embodiments of this invention may be made without

departing from the spirit and scope of thereof, it is to be understood that the invention is not

limited to the specific embodiments thereof except as defined in the appended claims.
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